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lightest
layers

I ns p i r e d g r een living

RELAXED MESH
PULLOVER

This easy, everyday, 100%
organic cotton pullover is a
dream to wear. The breathable
open-knit body gives way to
solid three quarter length sleeves
and features a tiered hemline.
Relaxed Fit.
SILVER | WHITE | DENIM | NOIR
XS,S,M,L V2500 $99
ESSENTIAL RIBBED TANK page 6.
zip skirt page 8.

SILVER
WHITE
DENIM
NOIR

key: 5847 8084

front Cover: netted open-knit hoodie page 14.

V I V ATERRA V A L U E S
GLOBAL CITIZEN
Fair trade practices,
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Small footprint—big impacT
Using reclaimed or recycled
materials

All NATURAL
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USA
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made in the
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for you
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Allow us to introduce our newest endeavor into
eco-friendly fashion, VivaTerra by Indigenous.
This line is a collaborative effort to provide the
conscious consumer with a wardrobe that
encompasses style, quality, and comfort with
integrity. Every piece is the result of the work of
fair trade artisans, organic farmers, and thoughtful
designers who pour passion into their craft.
The end result is eco-chic and effortlessly
wearable styles, which allow you to reflect your
values through what you wear every day.

LONG DOUBLE-DRAPE CARDIGAN

This rib jersey cardigan is made from 100% organic
cotton. It features double-drape front lapels,
long sleeves, and a free-flowing, effortless style.
Classic Fit. XS,S,M,L V2446 $119
scoop neck tee page 8
double knit capri LEGGINGS PAGE 5.
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the foundation for style
V-NECK BOXY TEE

This organic cotton V-neck tee is an
essential through the seasons. The
slightly boxy fit allows it to be worn alone
or as a comfortable layer. Classic Fit.
black | charcoal | white | cargo
XS,S,M,L V2525 $49

DOUBLE KNIT CAPRI
LEGGINGS

You won’t be able to wear these 100%
organic pima cotton leggings enough.
Double-knit prevents sheerness and a
thick elastic waistband rises higher in the
back to comfortably contour the waist.
black | charcoal | WHITE
XS,S,M,L V2671 $49

ESSENTIAL RIBBED TANK

As its name implies, this tank is a musthave layer for any season. Made from soft
and stretchable 100% organic cotton, it
adds comfort to any style. Fitted.
black | charcoal | white | cargo
XS,S,M,L V2556 $39

BLACK
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charcoal

white

CARGO
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SATYA JEWELRY
TEARDROP LOTUS
NECKLACE
GOLD (shown)
OR SILVER (online)
24"L V2716 $149
made in the

USA
H

CLASSIC THREE
QUARTER SLEEVE
WRAP DRESS

Back cinches for fit

A strikingly feminine silhouette,
V-neckline, and 100% organic cotton
construction make this dress the most
lady-like essential in your eco-friendly
closet. Semi-Fitted.
black | denim | charcoal
xs,S,M,L V2557 $99

RELAXED TANK
DRESS

This tank dress is given extra style by
gathered decorative shoulder details
and a back that cinches for a flattering
fit. 100% organic cotton.
Relaxed Fit.
black | charcoal
XS,S,M,L V2447 $99

SATYA JEWELRY
INTUITIVE
EXPLORATION
BRACELET
7.25"L
V2730 $59

black

denim

charcoal
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simplified

style

ZIPPER SKIRT

100% organic pima cotton, an elastic
waistband, zipper details, and pockets
make this lined skirt a no-brainer to slip
on anytime to go anywhere.
Charcoal | black
xs,s,M,L V2527 $75

SCOOP NECK TEE

A classic for any closet, this tee features
a feminine scooped neck line, elbow
length sleeves, and is made from soft
and eco-friendly 100% pima cotton fabric.
Semi-Fitted.
white | black| charcoal | cargo
xS,s,M,l V2448 $49

white

black

charcoal

cargo

Watch now!

See the new VivaTerra fashion collection by Indigenous.
Download the free Layar App on your smart phone
and scan any fashion image on this spread; then watch as
it activates a video from our new fashion collection.

Download
8 8 0 0the
2 4 7free
6799 |
Layar App

page
V i vScan
a t e r rthis
a.com

Discover
interactive content
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blue/ivory silver/ivory

KNIT COLLAR VEST

This organic cotton vest is the epitome
of wearable warmth and style! Subtle
studs, hidden pockets and a cinched
back detail give it a sophisticated edge.
Classic Fit.
xs,s,M,L V2502 $145

JACQUARD WEAVE
PONCHO

The elongating V-shaped of this 100%
organic cotton poncho’s hem line is
mirrored again in its feminine neckline.
Cozy and eco-chic, it’s a seasonal
must-have. Classic Fit.
blue/ivory | silver/ivory
one size V2493 $145

SATYA JEWELRY

relaxed
tank dress
page 6.
double
knit capri
leggings
page 5.
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The lotus locket, a symbol of new
beginnings, hangs gracefully from a
labradorite bead and sterling silver chain.
These stretch bracelet sets are made
using all-natural gems, minerals, and
stones. Combined, the collection offers
inspired style for an everyday accessory.
BEGIN ANEW LOTUS LOCKET
18"L V2722 $149
STRETCH BRACELETS SETS OF 3
BLACK (shown left), GRAY (shown right),
GREEN (page 15), TURQUOISE OR
RED (online)
2.3"DIAM. V2727 $149
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ZIP-UP SLEEVELESS
CARDIGAN VEST

A perfect all-weather layer, this organic
cotton vest features open knit shoulder
and waist overlay details. Front pockets
and a high collar keep you cozy and
stylish in cooler temperatures.
Classic Fit.
xs,s,M,L V2498 $145

STUDDED FLEECE
MOTO JACKET

An edgy moto style blends with 100%
organic pima cotton construction to
create the perfect jacket for chic,
everyday wear. Classic Fit.
black | rock
xS,s,M,l V2528 $155

SATYA JEWELRY
collection
made in the

USA
H

White pearls, the stone of sincerity, circle
the wrist on this classic stretch bracelet and hold within them a shimmering
18kt gold plated lotus charm. Includes a
complementary gift box.
GOLD LOTUS REGENERATION BRACELET
WHITE (shown), RED, GRAY OR BLUE (online)
2.3"DIAM. V2728 $59
GOLD TREE OF LIFE MANDALA NECKLACE
(top right) 18KT GOLD PLATED
36”L V2715 $149
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styled

to inspire

NETTED OPEN-KNIT
HOODIE

A little sporty and even more eco-friendly,
this lightweight hoodie is made using 100%
organic cotton. Classic Fit.

xs,S,M,l V2553 $165

SATYA grounding
JEWELRY COLLECTION

made in the

USA
H

Characterized by natural stones and
18kt gold plating, these beautiful jewelry
pieces are each specifically designed for
more than beauty. Let the natural stones and
calming motifs inspire and guide you as
your wear them.
STRETCH BRACELET SETS OF 3
GREEN (shown above). BLACK (page 10),
GRAY (page 11), TURQUOISE OR RED (online)
2.3"DIAM. V2727 $149
SACRED INSIGNIA GREEN ONYX MALA
30"L. V2726 $199
GOLD BUDDHA NECKLACE
ADJUSTABLE 16"-18"L V2718 $89

infinity scarf

Double layered 100% organic pima cotton
wraps you up in luxuriously soft warmth and
style. This infinity scarf is fair trade made in
Peru and features a playful geometric pattern.
V2560 $59
14
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